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Function buttons on VU 202 card
Yellow button: Move to next function. Led F1 to F8, Indicates which are
actuated, and Then F1 to F8 is off, you are in working position.
Black button: reduce parameter value.
Red button: Increase parameter value.
F1: Showing pulses from head cut out sensor. Important.
Led in 1(saw home) must be out for the counter to start.
Then led in 1 is on again then counter sets to 0. Normal value 27-29.
F2: Sender 1 (Left). After closing and opening the head it will show 999
and
counting down to around 510(4000)640(6000)650(5000). If it starts
with 0 and count the other direction you have to reverse the pulstrain.
F3: Sender 2 (Right). After closing and opening the head it will show 999
and counting down to around 510(4000)640(6000)650(5000).If it
starts with 0 and count the other direction you have to reverse the
pulstrain.
F4: Knife diameter value (close 410- open 999)5000.
F5: Knife diameter output value. (Adjustable)
If you under F7 choose to drive with diameter only from bottom knife.
The “curve” could be calibrated here. Observe that bottom knife will
be calibrated here and not in maxi. Read page breakpoint calibration.
To make breakpoint calibration on only bottom knife the value under
F7 has to be 2.
F6: % of knife diameter (normal around. 25-50%)
F7: Diametermode:
0: Rollers + knife diameter 3:Rollers +knife encoder
1: Only rollers diameter
4:only knife encoder
2: Only knife analogdiameter
F8: Saw chain greasing 300-700 higher value less greasing
Low value high greasing(Min 300)
F1+F2: Output diameter value/breakpoint calibration
F1+F3: Diameter standard 0,Crossmeasured in Vu 202=1.
In Vu202.2 is has to be 1.
F1+F4: Cuttingcontroll standard 370=0, twophase sender ab=1,
Standard 360,350=2, twophase sender ba=3.
F1+F4: choice of programs:Hold black&red button at same time:
Choice 0: valmet standard. Vu202. Not for VU202.2
Choice 1:Crossmeasuring in VU202.2, 1 diasignal to maxi
Outputs for Multitree and rear knife.
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F1+F5: Logmax model. 0=928, 1=3000, 2=4000, 3=5000,
4=6000, 5=7000.
F1+F6:999 press black&red button at same time.To see variables.
No AFC=0
1: Friction control.Bigger diameter.(dia sensor value>pos 3) 350-420.
2: Friction control small diameter.(dia sensor value <pos 3)300-350.
3: Encoder value than changing from value 1 to value2.Big/small diameter.700
4: Input value 50-450.Adjust to 450 then knife out. Min value not important.

F1+F7: Rear knife puls opening start feeding forward. Puls closing
after opening with doubled set time
F1+F8: F1: Bad delimbing(energy)0=Off, 1=Off, on with pedal, of after
tilt up. 2=On , of with pedal. On after tilt up again.
F1+2+3: Bad delimbing. Front knives pulstime start feeding forward
F1+2+4: Bad delimbing.Rear knife pulstime start feeding forward
F1+2+5: Multitree on after push and hold head close (0 =off) 100=on
after 1 second. Posision(0) it vill follow maxi multitree.In P1:V7
F1+2+6: Multitree arm delay time out
80
F1+2+7: Multitree arm out time( 10ms)
100
F1+2+8: 0=Rear knife close than feeding forward
1=Rear knife steered by sensor feeding forward
2= Rear knife close than feeding forward, holdfunction knife open
3= Rear knife steered by sensor feeding forward, holdfunction knife open
4= Rear knife low pressure(no currant)feeing forward, holdfunction knife
open. Only at uptilted head. Same on pos.2 & 3.
F1+2+3+4 Pulse opening rear knife feeding back. Close after feeding
reverse. At 0 value rear/front knives pulsopening together.Adjust in Maxi.
Led on circuit card VU201a
We can see puls train from diameter sender 1 and 2.
Led dia1A and 1B= Left sender. (seen from cabin)
Led dia 2A and 2B=Right sender. (Seen from cabin)
Fuse for all senders are on top of vu202. (1amp). in cabin.
In 1 = Saw home sender (wire 15). If led not light. Check In 2. If that one
works + and - is correct. Same feeding. The signal is wire 15. So,
shortcut 15 in the head and see if the led lights. If not shortcut closer to
cabin. We can do this way because in 1, 2, 3 is NPN. And please check
that the saw is really home.
In 2 = Saw counter. (Wire 16). If led not lights. Check In 1. If that one
works + and - is correct. Same feeding. The signal is wire 16. So,
shortcut 16 in the head and see if the led lights. If not shortcut closer to
cabin. We can do this way because in 1,2,3 is NPN.
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Breakpoint calibration
Alternative function on button F1+F2
Touch yellow button until F1+F2 is actuated.
1. Hold red and black button at the same time in two seconds and the
display will show 0.The program will lock on the actual breakpoint. With
red and black button you can now change value up or down on this
breakpoint. The result will be shown in the maxi computer. It will be
saved then you leave F1+F2.
2. The basic curve for the actual head can always be brought back. Go
to F1+F2 Hold both black and red button at the same time for ten
seconds and you will see 999 in the display. You can now release the
buttons and the basic curve is back.
Example
Under F1+F2 the cross measured value to the Valmet is shown. From 0999. Different heads have different curves so if ex. The diameter is
wrong at 100 mm we shall take a tree in the harvester head which will be
exactly 100 mm. in the maxi. You have to zero the computer by reset
length and diameter. Now you will see 100 mm. in the maxi. If you don’t,
try again…. You know that the tree is 90 mm. (example). At normal
calibration in maxi, if there is 10 mm. wrong you will start calibrate 5 mm.
You will do the same here. Then go to F2 and hold both black and red
button for one second and you will see 0 in Vu 201 display. Push the
black button and look at the same time in the maxi display - hold the
black button until the maxi will show 95 mm. Now you are done. Push the
yellow button to all the leds are put out. And the breakpoint is saved.
If you fail you can always go back to the basic curve (See above at #2)
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Breakpoint calibration rear knife(four point measuring)
Alternative function on button F5
Touch yellow button until F5 is actuated.
1. Hold red and black button at the same time in two seconds and the
display will show 0.The program will lock on the actual breakpoint. With
red and black button you can now change value up or down on this
breakpoint. The result will be shown in the maxi computer. It will be
saved then you leave F5.
2. The basic curve for the actual head can always be brought back. Go
to F5 Hold both black and red button at the same time for ten seconds
and you will see 999 in the display. You can now release the
buttons and the basic curve is back.
Example
Under F5 the rear knife breakpoint is shown. From 0-999. Different
heads have different curves so if ex. The diameter is wrong at 200 mm
we shall take a tree in the harvester head which will be exactly 200 mm.
in the maxi. You have to zero the computer by reset length and diameter.
Now you will see 200 mm. in the maxi. If you don’t, try again…. You
know that the tree is 195 mm. (example). Then go to F5 and hold both
black and red button for one second and you will see 0 in Vu 201a
display. Push the black button and look at the same time in the maxi
display - push the black button until the maxi will show 195 mm. Now you
are done. Push the yellow button to all the leds are put out. And the
breakpoint is saved.
Notice that rear knife is closing to ruffly 105-120mm.
If you fail you can always go back to the basic curve (See above at #2)
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Active Friction Control(AFC)
With AFC cable 14 in blackbox will go to P2:7
Without AFC(digital)cable 14 in blackbox will go to P2:5.(see bad
delimbing, no foot pedal can be used without AFC).
Under F1+F6.(starting999) hold black&red button to see values
Whitout AFC value has to be 0, AFC recommended.
1: AFC at big diameter from 120mm.2: AFC at small diameter.-120mm. For better delimbing top.
3: Encoder value(F2,F3) than changing from value 1 to value 2. Big/small
diameter . LM 5000,6000 value 700 is ruffly 120-140mm.
LM4000 value 620 is ruffly 120mm.
4: Input value 50-450.Adjust to 450 then knife out. Min value not
important. Not 0. Sensor may be damaged. Adjust on head.
If problem with not sharp knives or bad delimbing.
Lover value harder delimbing. Normal value 350-420. Value 1.
AFC on small diameter can be 300-350. Value 2.
If goes out of head start feeding. Lower pulse. Start feeding.
If bad length measuring. Lower value 1. To have log closer to frame.
Better for measuring cylinder.
Bad delimbing.(knives don’t follow sensor)
At multitree it can be hard to make all logs go through head
at the same time. Knives opens an extra time. Adjustable F1+F2+F3
Front knives, F1+F2+F4 rear knife.
And closes at feeding stop.
It can be setup to work at every tree after tilt or by footpedal.(F1+F5).
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VU201 Logmax
P1 Molex 12 pins
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

led

GND (jord)
Maxi multitree
V7
Feeding forward signal V5
Knives close signal
V3
Knives open signal
V1
Diameter signal
Rollers close signal
V8
Rollers open signal
V6
Tilt up
V4
Saw bar out
V2
Saw home (twophase sender)

Logmax
cranecable

from K4:21
9
1

P2 Molex 14 pins
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

GND(Earth)
4 point signal A
V9
Cut home sender
IN1
Cut out sender
IN2
Pedal
IN3
Feeding reverse 39Kohm
Friction control0-5volt
24V supply output
4 point signal B
V10
Diameter 1A
D1A
Diameter 1B
D1B
Diameter 2A
D2A
Diameter 2B
D2B
24V supply output

28
15
16

14

AFC

29
21
20
22
24

left
left
right
right
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Led

GND (jord)
GND (jord)
GND (jord)
GND (jord)
GND (jord)
GND (jord)
GND (jord)
GND (jord)
GND (jord)
GND (jord
GND (jord)
GND (jord)
Diameter 1a left
Diameter 1b
zeroreferens dia 1
Multitree
Rear knife open
Rear knife close
Sawsender a
Sawsender b
zeroreferens saw
knives close
rollers close
Chain greasing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Logmax
MHC
Cranecable K1

10,14(K1)
11,12(K1)
g/y,9(K1)
27
7
8
16
15
17 (standard sender)
2
3
23

P4 Molex 4 pins
1
2
3
4

24V module supply
GND module supply
24V module supply
GND module supply
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Electric installation (901.3)
Before changing head disconnect x137 (901.3).Connect the Vu202 after
you connected crane cable. New system will fit MHC which will be placed
behind the chair. Mounted under VBU. Use Part nr.6013. Drill needed
8,5mm. X contacts will be placed to the right of gas/inch pedal. X
contacts will go against crane cable and Vu202 will be placed between
the door and Maxi computer. There is 2 M8 in the front. (Normally used
for steering in Germany .The last contact will go in X137(901.3). Have a
look in x137 so plus and minus will fit. See pin nr.
Electric installation (901.4,911.4,911.5,931,941)
Before start changing head disconnect main switch. Cut crane cable
7dm. meter from cabin. CableX25. Put the cutted cable into the cabin.
Mount contact on cable (contact including).
Pin 1= White
Pin 2=Blue
Pin 3=Wire nr.1 (+24volt)
Pin 4=Wire nr2 and 3 (+ 24volt.)
Pin 8=Cable nr.4 (ground)
Pin 9=Wire nr.5 and 6 (ground)
This will fit contact X137 on VU202.
Crane cable is connected in X70, X71, X72, and X73. These come from
Vu202 system. Mount MHC behind chair on plastic cover on right side.
Connect MHC to Vu202 system. Mount VU202 under Maxi screen. (use
p.n.6012) 941 mount VU 202 instead of cd box.
Electric installation head.
In junktionbox it has to be mounted diodes for voltage peaks. (Included)
Othervise it vill cause problems with length measuring.
Diodes mounted in 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,17,18,19,23,25,26,(27).Not on
side with crane cable. The 0,75mm2. Cable will be fitted in negative
(green/yellow).
Maxi settings
Ground settings/configuration/Logmax 928, 3000, 4000, 5000 should
have 350 settings. Logmax 6000=360, and 7000=370
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Backup
Regarding machines 2008 or older: Before starting you can import
head .mas file from another unit if possible. To do this you have to have
.mas file on a USB flash drive. Place it in C:/data in maxi computer.
Then log in and go to production/copy files. Open pc on left side.
Open VBU on right side. Mark .mas file on left side until it turns yellow.
Push copy and it will be copied to VBU on right side.
Next thing is to get the .mas file to head computer (service code).
Go out and in again to ground settings. Go to head settings/read settings
from file in VBU. Read Settings. Now the settings are OK.
Regarding machines 2008 or later (Maxi Xplorer):
Import .mas file from USB flash drive. Needs to be correct chassi
number. Easy to do from standard settings. Without backup.
Saw control.
There is a new sender in later machines.
In machines with programs from 3.12 and later(with XP).
And minimum 2.8.0 in headman.
We are using two phase sender for cutting control.
In Vu there is a minifit contact market S or T. Using Standard sender for
cutting control use S.For two phase sender use T.
Settings for sender is found under F1+F4 in Vu. 1/3.
Try to use standard always to get best resolution.
Saw control: Standard. (normally used)
Check that in 1(saw home sender) light then saw is home and not light
than saw is out. Check in2 that it lights about 14 times than saw bar is
going out. Use counter under F1 in Vu202(push yellow button ones).
Should count to around 28 If this works.Supercut 30. Engine running.
Login by servicecode in maxi. Choose sensor type standard at
Calibrating/Measuring/Sawposition.
Go to calibration/Measuring/ saw control/manuel test.
Testing saw has to be done with engine running.
Saw home = -101 and fully out +3200. Has to be – before at home
position. If reversed change in Vu202 at F1+F4 in Vu.0 or 2
After test works there is still not saw home. Go to
calibration/Measuring/calibration of saw position. First time you need to
manually calibrate to home value -126 for Valmet 350 and -146 for
Valmet 360,370. Now saw should be home.
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Saw control: Two Phase.(931,911.5)
Check that in 1(saw home sender) light then saw is home and not light
than saw is out. Check in2 that it lights about 14 times than saw bar is
going out. Use counter under F1 in Vu202(push yellow button ones).
Should count to around 28 If this works.
Login by service code in maxi. Choose sensor type two phase at
Calibrating/Measuring/Saw position.
Go to calibration/Measuring/ Saw control/Manuel test.
Testing saw has to be done with engine running.
Saw home = -10 and fully out +68. Has to be – before at home position.
If reversed change in Vu202 under F1+F4 in Vu. 1 or 3
For calibrating. Take a tree. Go in to Calibrating/Measuring/Calibration of
saw position. Push saw button .Saw bar will go without chain is moving
to the tree. Hold it there and enter saw position 0 and press enter.

Diameter.
First check in Vu202. Close and open head. Hold button open until head
is open. Now it should be 999 in open position and going down then
closing. Left sender under F2 in Vu202 and right sender under F3.Left
sender is the sender you see on left side then you sit in cab with sawbar
against you. In maxi system it is reversed. If senders starts on 0 and
going up then closing head change puls A and B in head. Left sensor
cable 20,21 and right sender 22,24.If this is ok go in maxi by using
service code. Go to calibration/diameter. First calibration in maxi use
singlepoint. Close head and set it to 35mm. Now you should see min and
max diameter if open and close. If not press button reset length and
diameter. Go to brakepoint calibration take away brakepoints because
standard curve will fit.
2 In Valmet machines you can adjust low pressure in maxi.
You have to log in by servicecode. Go to base machine/Machine
settings/
Low pressure out, Standard 26%. Adjust to 48 %( around 170bar) In
older 941 it vill be found under Machine/crane/system pressure. Here it
should be set to 650m amp.
MaxiXplorer: it vill be found at Machine/pressure: around 450mA.
3 Go in to head adjustment/sawchaingreasing. Adjust the flow to 00.
We adjust the sawchaingreasing in Vu202. Under F8.
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4 Go in to head adjustment/knives. Knives closing then feeding
backwards=yes. Go to pulsopening and set knives opening pulses then
feeding close and open to 0. Then go back and set knivesopening pulses
then feeding backwards to No. This is for not get the knives to puls then
feeding backwards. Only .3 machines. Knives opening diameter should
be on 0. Otherwise the knives will open all the time than you release the
button because the diameter is in the rollers. Adjust manual feeding
backwards to 8. Then you test drive you vill feed first forward. Than
backwards. You only push button and hold it and the knives vill open 3-5
centimeters and the head will feed backwards 3-5 meters without
problem. The settings can be 10-15 normally.
Use the same settings on automatic but 2 units less feeding.8-13.
This is only front knives.
Rear knives adjusted in VU 202. Pos. F1+2+3+4. Normally 55-65
After pulsopening and feeding stops. Knives will close 1 sec.
5 Go to head adjustment/feeding. Start with min current. Engine running
on Working R.P.M.Adjust so the rollers move 1lap on 10 seconds.
Forward and backwards. Use standard 60 cm. brakelength and the stop
length is 5cm. adjust the automatic speed to about 10 dm/s.
Other tips
If the fuse will go so is the Vu 202 feed by the same fuse as the Valmet
head. There is an automatic fuse on Vu 202(1/2 amp). It feeds cable
number 11. (+ to senders in head).
Hydraulic installation.
Find pressure and return line and mount the hoses.901.3 pressure on
right side.
901.4/5 on left side.
And always check installation by checking the pressures according to
LogMax installation sheet. Also make check installation in Log Max
servicemanual.
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Mounting VU202 in Valmet 911.4

Drill holes for the bracket

Mounting bracket
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Mounting VU202

Cable from VU202
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Aluminium threads for MHC

MHC inside cabin
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Cut cranecable X25 1 meter outside and go back inside cabin. Mount X137 (9pin connector)
inside cabin. New cranecable will come from inside.
Remember always 24 volt on cranecable with mainswitch on.

Diodes mounted on 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,17,18,19,23,25,26,27(multitree).
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Cable number in head
1 Knives open
2 Knives closed
3 Rollers Closes
4 Tilt up
5 Tilt down
6 Saw motor
7 Bottom knife open
8 Bottom knife closed
9 Feed forward
10 Feed backwards
11 + to senders
12 Lenghtpuls 1
13 Lengthpuls 2
14 Sender signal knife
15 Sender signal saw home
16 Sender signal saw out
17 Saw bar out 2000 hydraulic, others saw bar home
18 Colour 1
19 Colour 2
20 Diameter signal left 1
21 Diameter signal left 2
22 Diameter signal right 1
23 Easy greasy
24 Diameter signal right 2
25 Rotator left
26 Rotator right
27 Multitree
28 4 point measuring 1
29 4 point measuring 2
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